
DESCRIPTION
The Kingdom of Arnor is divided between three realms... 

Arthedain, the first and richest, was ruled by Arvedui from the 
fortress of Fornost. This Kingdom have a weakness though which 
is their low population and small army size, but this weakness is 
balanced by the fact that it’s the richest Kingdom of Arnor

Cardolan; the second and the greenest with all the forests that 
cover its land, the Kingdom of Tharbad has been heavily wounded 
by the attacks of the Witch King. The realm is still ruled by a 
governor and it has the army that is now the most trained of the 
Arnorian kingdoms 

And finally Rhudaur, the poorest, is not a Kingdom anymore, as 
all the territories have been emptied. The ancient king, Meaneril, 
led a force of Rhudauris that still believe in the resurgence of 
their Kingdom... 

But some say that it shall soon be reunified one day under the 
same crown...



Arnor

Arnor was founded in SA 3320 by Elendil while his sons went on 
to build the southern realm of Gondor. The history of the two 
kingdoms is intertwined; both kingdoms are known as the Realms 
of the Dúnedain in Exile. 

Arnor included most of Eriador, extending from the gulf of Lune 
(west of which was Lindon) to the river Greyflood and its tribu-
tary, the river Loudwater (east of which was Rivendell)

The Dunedain of Arnor dwelt in many places in Eriador, but 
most of the population centered around the region of Arthedain. 
The Dunedain mainly inhabited the cities of Fornost and the ca-
pital city of Annúminas, as well as along the Baranduin and 
the gulf of Lune. By the later Third Age, the settlements of the 
Dúnedain of Cardolan and Rhudaur had decayed and become ruins 
and barrows.

Arnor’s capital was Annúminas on Lake Evendim, but by T.A. 861 
Fornost Erain had taken its place. No longer a site of such im-
portance, Annúminas became depopulated and was slowly aban-
doned.



The Units:

Swordsmen of Arnor: The swordsmen of Arnor are the 
base soldiers of the Northern Realm. They are trained to protect 
their land against the evil that lay in Angmar and against the va-
rious creatures that want to destroy these lands

Shield Wall: The soldiers of Arnor form a wall of shields that is nearby 

impossible to attack.

Upgrades:

The Dunedain Soldiers gain +20% armor but lose 30% movement speed

Increases the damage against other infantry

Increases the armor, hit points and damage resistance of the unit to ranged damage.

lost units replenish over time

Heavy armor: when a general wants to keep their soldiers alive, the simplest 

solution is to give them stronger armor.

Banners: The Banners of Arnor are flying in the wind as a symbol of hope to 

every civilian that knows the army is still fighting

Power:

Forged blades: The forges of Arnor produced the most renowned weapons of 

the race of Men.



Archers of Arnor: Gathered all around Arnor, these archers 
are not the finest among middle earth and not the worst. But they 
are numerous and shall launch volleys of arrows against the rabbles 
of Evil.

Loose Formation: the archers of Arnor choose a loose formation that is a 

speciality of Arnor

Upgrades:

Arnor Archers gain +25% damage but lose 15% attack range.

equip the unit with fire arrows

Increases the armor, hit points and damage resistance of the unit to ranged damage.

lost units reappear over time

Heavy armor: when a general wants to keep its soldiers alive, the most 

simple is to give them good armors.

Banners: The Banners of Arnor are flapping in the wind. And it is a symbol of 

hope to the every civilians that knows that the army is still fighting

Power:

Fire Arrows: When the soldiers of Arnor decide to light their projectiles, the 

night is all lit up by the flames flying through the darkness



Spearmen of Arnor: The spearmen of Arnor are equipped 
with a spear and a shield. While common among the armies, they 
still are efficient weapons that will be particularly deadly against 
enemy cavalry.

Porcupine Formation: the spearmen of Arnor form a circle of spears 

through which no rider could pass through 

Upgrades:

The units form a circle with pikes extended.

Increases the damage against other infantry

Increases the armor, hit points and damage resistance of the unit to ranged damage.

lost units reappear over time

Power:

Heavy armor: when a general wants to keep its soldiers alive, the most 

simple is to give them good armors.

Banners: The Banners of Arnor are flapping in the wind. And it is a symbol of 

hope to the every civilians that knows that the army is still fighting

Forged blades: The forges of Arnor produced the most renowned weapons on 

the human free folks.



Knights of Arnor: The Dúnedain were not avid riders in past 
ages, but were able to ride horses against their foes in Angmar. Indeed, 
a cavalry charge was deadly against the orc hordes, and allowed the 
soldiers to fight against the warg riders while mounted.

Battle Formation: The knights of Arnor form a compact formation that 

will crush the enemy

Upgrades:

The Knights gain +35% armor against swords and spears, but they lose 50% speed.

Increases the damage against other infantry

Increases the armor, hit points and damage resistance of the unit to ranged damage.

lost units reappear over time

armor against Pikemen +25% and armor against Swordsmen +50%.

Heavy armor: when a general wants to keep its soldiers alive, the most 

simple is to give them good armors.

Banners: The Banners of Arnor are flapping in the wind. And it is a symbol of 

hope to the every civilians that knows that the army is still fighting

Shield: The shields of Arnor, shall defend the knights against any ennemy, they 

will carry the symbol of their kingdom with pride.

Power:

Forged blades: The forges of Arnor produced the most renowned weapons on 

the human free folks.



Rangers of Arnor: Few now remember them, yet still some 
go wandering, sons of forgotten kings walking in loneliness, guarding 
from evil things folk that are heedless.

Unexpected Salvo: The Rangers fire a salvo of arrow, dealing triple their 

ranged damage and revealing enemies hit for 15 seconds.

Harassing Fire: The Faithful of Aranarth launch harassing fire anywhere on 

the map, which disrupts enemy troops and lowers their morale.

Upgrades:

Left click on target units

Left click on icon then left click on target area

equip the unit with fire arrows

lowers the recharge time of Unexpected Salvo by 33% and doubles the damage

+5% vision and attack range, permanently stealthed and «Disruptive Fire» ability.

lost units reappear over time

+25% armor, +25% melee armor, resistance against fear and «Unexpected Salvo» ability.

Composite Bows: The Rangers of Arnor sometimes equip themselves with 

a composite bow. These kinds of bows are more efficient, and their volleys are a 

source of fear among the orcs...

Faithful of Aranarth: When Aranarth chose to exile himself, the army 

reformed itself into the Rangers of the North we know now

Banners: The Banners of Arnor are flapping in the wind. And it is a symbol of 

hope to the every civilians that knows that the army is still fighting

Barrow Guards: The Barrow-Downs are the tombs of the kings of Arnor. 

They were guarded by men who took a solemn oath to watch over the tombs

Power:

Fire Arrows: When the soldiers of Arnor decides to lit their projectiles, the 

night is all lit up by the hundreds of fire flying through the dark night.



Palantir Guard of Arnor: A great host came out of 
Angmar in 1409. They crossed the river, entering Cardolan and sur-
rounding Weathertop. The Dúnedain were defeated and Arveleg was 
slain. The Tower of Amon Sûl was burned and razed; but the palantír 
was saved and carried back in retreat to Fornost...

Defend Building: The Palantir Guards have a mission to protect a designated 

building.

Upgrades:

The target building becomes invulnerable for 30 seconds.

Increases the damage against other infantry

Increases the armor, hit points and damage resistance of the unit to ranged damage.

lost units reappear over time

Heavy armor: when a general wants to keep its soldiers alive, the most 

simple is to give them good armors.

Banners: The Banners of Arnor are flapping in the wind. And it is a symbol of 

hope to the every civilians that knows that the army is still fighting

Power:

Forged blades: The forges of Arnor produced the most renowned weapons on 

the human free folks.



Amon-Sûl Watch: In 1409, Weathertop was surrounded by a 
great host from Angmar. Arveleg was killed and the Tower of Amon 
Sûl was burned and razed. The stone (palantír) of Amon Sûl was res-
cued by the forces of Arthedain. These warriors are the finest archers 
of Arnor, led by Manargil. These marksmen are can even compete 
with elven bowmen and were a terror to Angmar’s forces during the 
assault on Amon-Sûl.

Upgrades:

The Amon Sûl Watch gain +25% damage but lose 10% armor and speed.

increase the defence of the units

Left click to switch between sword and bow. They gain +15% ar-
mor when armed with swords.

Banner of the Palantir: The Keepers from Amon Sûl are led by a stan-

dard bearer that grants pride

Switch Weapons: the Watch is talented with a bow and aswell with a 

sword.

Attack Formation: the Amon-Sûl watch chooses a formation specialized for 

the attack



Knights of Annuminas: the Order of Annuminas is an 
Arnorian order that travels the three Kingdoms. They are not bound 
to any one Kingdom but their oath is to the order that commanded 
them to protect the Realm of Arnor. This order subsided after the 
Split and even after the submersion of Annúminas, they are the 
most trained units amongst all Men. They are skilled enough to 
defeat trained elves in singular combat. The Knights are not equipped 
with heavy armor as it would restrict their movement, and they are 
skilled enough in battle that this weakness does not affect them.

Upgrades:

when activated near allies can’t be knocked back and gain +50% defence and attack

mount a horse

switch between sword and spear

mount: What would be a knight without his horse.

Banners: Annuminas Knights are experimented in using sword and spear as 

well as in riding...

Extinguished Order: The Knights of Annuminas are the last remnents of 

the Arnor’s old might.



The Buildings:

Amon-Sûl Outpost: During the War of Arnor, Manargil, 
a lord of Arnor tried to take back the Amon-Sûl fortress from the 
realm of Angmar. He took the Palantir and the finest archers of 
all over the Arnor with him... This force was called the Watch of 
Amon-Sûl... However, this attempt failed and Manargil had to aban-
don Amon-Sûl to return to Fornost.

Amon Sul watch: These marksmen are the elite of Arnor who can even 

compete with elven bowmen,...

Manargil, Captain of Amon-Sûl: Manargil is the captain of Arnor 

that has tried take back Amon-Sûl to strengthen the kingdom against the Witch 

King. 

Look in the Palantir: From the tower of Amon-Sûl, on the highest roof. 

Argeleb, captain of the fortress use the power of palantir to spy the enemy’s 

camp.

Elite Units:

Heroes:

Power:

Limited to 3 units

Reveal choosen area for one minute



Manargil, Captain of Amon-Sûl: Manargil is the 
captain of Arnor that has tried take back Amon-Sûl to strengthen 
the kingdom against the Witch King. However, he lost it as the 
continuous assaults on the tower and the weak defences of the ruins 
forced the Captain to flee and leave the tower to the enemy.

Palantir of Amon-Sûl: The use of the palantir have some effects on its 

user

Powers:

The Most Loyal Ones: The presence of such a great leader sparks a fire 

in the hearts of the men.

Healing Aura: Manargil, before beginning his career in the Arnor army 

learned the effect of the medicinal plants

Commander of the Amon-Sûl: As Manargil knowledge and power wax, 

the Amon-Sûl tower upgrades.

Retreat to the Capital: Manargil command the retreat to the Capital, 

Amon sul is lost and will always be...

Unlock palantir palantir

Nearby allied units gain +25% attack damage. Activation of the ability: For 30 seconds 
allied units near Manargil gain +50% armor and attack; however, for the duration of 

the recharge time, Leadership bonuses are deactivated.

For 10 seconds allied units and heroes near Ma-
nargil are slowly healed.

the tower of amon sul gain levels with 
Manargil

For 30 seconds enemies near Manargil gain neither experience nor 
resources from slain units.



Manargil, Captain of Amon-Sûl: Manargil is the 
captain of Arnor that has tried take back Amon-Sûl to strengthen 
the kingdom against the Witch King. However, he lost it as the 
continuous assaults on the tower and the weak defences of the ruins 
forced the Captain to flee and leave the tower to the enemy.

Captain of Amon-Sûl: Manargil is the captain of Amon Sûl the watch-

tower that contain the palantir

Powers:

Quick look in the Palantir: Manargil take the palantir to have a quick 

look on it and see some things...

Farsight: From the top of the Tower of Amon-Sûl, Manargil take the Palan-

tir to see what happens all around Arnor.

Precise vision: The Palantir have the power of showing what the owner 

wants precisely.

Destruction of the Palantir: If he’s surrounded, and have no other 

choices, Manargil have the mission to destroy the Palantir instead of letting it 

to the ennemies

switch to manargil’s normal abilities

Increase the sight of Manargil by 100% for 45 
second but lower it to 15% for 1 minute after it

reveal a target area for during 5 minutes, during 
this time Manargil moves 50% slower and have 

his sight reduced by 25%

reveal the whole map for 5 minutes but during 
this time, Manargil have half of his armor and 

can’t fight back

when Manargil have less than 5% of his life, he destroyed the 
Palantir which kill all the units, heroes, and buildings around 

him in a medium radius and makes that all allied players will be 
unable to use their buildings for 15 seconds.



Araphant, Father of the King: The father of Arvedui 
and the 14th King of Arthedain to fight for Arnor. King Araphant 
continued with dwindling strength to hold off the assaults of Ang-
mar, and his son Arvedui did likewise when he took the throne...

Leadership Palantir: Araphant uses his charisma and leadership to help 

troops fight against the forces that wish to extinguish Arnor

Powers:

Mount/Dismount: Araphant mounts his horse 

Armories of Fornost: Araphant uses his position to arms the troops of 

Arnor with the weapons of Fornost.

Blessing of the Royal Family: Araphant give his blessing to the most 

virtuous soldiers of Arnor.

Defensive Strategy: Araphant orders a pair of Annuminas Guards to guard 

a building with their lives

Changes the Palantir to the leadreship palantir

switch between mounted and on foot

equips a battalion of Arnor with Heavy Armor 
and Forged Blades.

Targeted units permanently gain resistance to 
fear, knockback and gain +25% more experience.

spawn anuminas guards that shall protect the selected structure



Aranarth, Heir to the Throne: After Arvedui the 
North-kingdom ended, for the Dúnedain were now few and all the 
peoples of Eriador diminished. Yet the line of the kings was conti-
nued by the Chieftains of the Dúnedain, of whom Aranarth son of 
Arvedui was the first.

Dúnedain Ranger: Aranarth follows the path of the Dúnedain.

Powers:

Mount/Dismount: Aranarth mount his personal horse and charge in bat-

tle

Charge of the Prince: Aranarth charges his ennemies whith anger and 

destroy all the enemy in his way

Hope of the Kingdom: The Prince personifies the hope that remains in 

Arnor.

Heir to the Throne of Arnor: Aranarth accepts his fate and follows his 

destiny, becoming Heir to the Throne of Arnor. or the Chieftain of the Dúnedain

switch to the Dunedain stance

mount his horse

Aranarth moves 20% faster and attacks 20% fas-
ter.

Heroes in his vicinity gain +25% attack and ar-
mor.



Aranarth, Heir to the Throne: After Arvedui the 
North-kingdom ended, for the Dúnedain were now few and all the 
peoples of Eriador diminished. Yet the line of the kings was conti-
nued by the Chieftains of the Dúnedain, of whom Aranarth son of 
Arvedui was the first.

Mount/Dismount: Aranarth mount his personal horse and charge in bat-

tle

Powers:

Hope of the Kingdom: The Prince personifies the hope that remains in 

Arnor.

Architect of the Old Kingdom: Aranarth commands the architects to 

repair a building of Arnor

Charge of the Prince: Aranarth charges his ennemies whith anger and 

destroy all the enemy in his way

Aid of the Prince: Aranarth brings hope to the kingdom of Arnor, even 

when faced with its destruction.

mount his horse

Heroes in his vicinity gain +25% attack and armor.

repair to an amount of 4000 hitpoints

Aranarth moves 20% faster and attacks 20% faster.

Allied heroes in his vicinity temporarily gain +50% attack, +50% ar-
mor, and all their abilities cool-down timers are fully recharged.



Aranarth, Heir to the Throne: After Arvedui the 
North-kingdom ended, for the Dúnedain were now few and all the 
peoples of Eriador diminished. Yet the line of the kings was conti-
nued by the Chieftains of the Dúnedain, of whom Aranarth son of 
Arvedui was the first.

Toggle Weapon: Aranarth master bow aswell as sword

Powers:

Cripple Shot: Aranarth shoots an arrow with deadly precision, which causes 

high damage

Athelas: As the leader of the Dúnedain, Aranarth discovered the curative effect 

of Athelas.

Deadly Sniper: Aranarth concetrate himself and shoots his arrows faster. 

Making them rain on the ennemy

Arrow Barrage: Aranarth shoots several volleys of arrows at the ennemy 

killing much of the orcs

switch between bow and sword.

Shoot an arrow which causes high damage to the target 
and makes it run away in terror.

Nearby heroes will be healed for a 1000 hit-
points.

For a 10 seconds, he gets +100% attack speed and +50% da-
mage. Only available when using his bow.

shoots volleys of arrows at the target area, dealing small da-
mage but throwing down enemies.



Malbeth, Seer of Arnor: Thus spoke Malbeth the Seer, 
in the days of Arvedui, last king at Fornost,» said Aragorn: «...From 
the North shall he come, need shall drive him: he shall pass the 
Door to the Paths of the Dead.

Vision: Malbeth was the seer of Arnor and had vision from the futur. He told  

Araphant to call his son Arvedui for he was going to be the last King in Arthe-

dain

Powers:

Economical Counsel: Malbeth foresees a cruel winter and advises the vil-

lagers of an economy building to finish the harvest early.

Strategic Council: Malbeth foresees the enemy’s strategy and instructs Ar-

nor’s generals on how to counter it.

Prophecy: Malbeth shares his knowledge about the future with a hero. This 

knowledge allows the hero to prepare himself and his allies for the coming events.

Captain of the Seer: Malbeth has a personnal guard and some capitain 

under his command

Malbeth reveals a big part of the map and le-
vels up by two.

The economy building instantly produces many 
resources, but then produces nothing for some 

time afterwards.

All enemy leaderships are negated on the map 
for 30 seconds

The hero and all nearby allied heroes and units 
earn experience +50% faster.

Malbeth now summons twice as many guards to the battlefield. 
and have a chance to summon a captain



Carthaen, Capitain of the rangers: Carthaen was the 
one who tried to defend the sacred Barrow-Downs of Cardolan from 
the attacks of Angmar’s armies. After countless battles, he was slain 
and then buried in the Barrow-Downs he managed to defend...

Switch Weapons: Carthaen the capitain of the rangers master bow aswell 

as sword

Powers:

Lone Watchman: Carthaen and his men are the last survivors of the des-

troyed realm Cardolan and protect their home to this day.

Carthaen’s Companions: Carthaen recruits some of the Rangers of Arnor 

to serve as Hill Guards and protect his home, the hills of Cardolan.

Resolve: Although his home was lost a long time ago, Carthaen continues to 

fight against the growing shadow.

Stray Arrows: Carthaen orders his troops to bring down a storm of arrows 

in enemy territory.

toggle between bow and sword. +50% armor when 
toggled to sword.

A Barrow Guard of Cardolan pitches up his 
tent and watches for the terror of Angmar. The 

guard is invisible to enemies.

Rangers can now be appointed as Hill Guards. 
(Passive ability)

He gets +25% attack and movement speed, and his 
life regeneration is twice as fast when he is not 

in combat.

The arrows are distributed randomly on selected impact site; up 
to eight volleys can rain down on the enemy.



Gandalf, the Grey Pilgrim: Gandalf was known by 
many names during the long years he wandered: the men of Arnor 
named him Gandalf, which became his most common name. He later 
revealed himself as one of the Istari, and eventually became known 
as the wisest of and most powerful of that order.

Wizard Blast: Gandalf uses his powers to make a blast from his staff

Powers:

Lightning Sword: Gandalf uses Glamdring to strike the thunder on his 

enemy

Istari Light: Gandalf cast a light from the top of his staff to attack the en-

emy of darkness

Mount: the grey pilgrim is often see mounting a horse

Word of Power: Gandalf unleash all is power in a large blast that destroy 

all the enemies surrounding him

Close range attack that blasts back enemies.

Shoots out lightning bolts from Gandalf’s 
sword.

Shoots a beam of light that damages enemies

Gandalf is able to mount horse.

Gandalf unleashes a powerful blast wave which will fling all 
enemy forces away.



Glorfindel, Imladris herald: Glorfindel was tall and 
straight; his hair was of shining gold, his face fair and young and 
fearless and full of joy; his eyes were bright and keen, and his voice 
like music; on his brow sat wisdom, and in his hand was strength

Mount/Dismount: Glorfindel mount a horse, he is a powerfull rider

Powers:

Wind Rider (mounted only): Glorfindel’s courage and strength inspire 

his mount to a great effort,

Collect Starlight: Glorfindel, as a High Elf Lord, is able to enter the Sha-

dow World and surround himself with pure light.

Blade of Purity (on foot only): Glorfindel calls upon his inner stren-

gth and purity, causing a brilliant light to emanate from him 

Brilliant Illumination: Glorfindel is the only Elf who has seen the 

Halls of Mandos and returned to Middle-earth, bringing the blessing of the Va-

lar with him.

Light of Hope: Glorfindel becomes illuminated in his wrath, blazing bril-

liantly and terrifying all nearby enemies who dare raise arms against him.

mount his horse

+40% speed and +50% armor for a short time.

For 30 seconds Glorfindel is filled with pure light 
which restores 300 health per second and partial-

ly repulses melee damage dealt by enemies.

gives him a small area of effect attack and 
causes him to receive only half damage

Every 15 seconds he will be completely protected from an enemy 
attack or ability. (Passive ability)

For 30 seconds enemy units near Glorfindel become continuously 
paralyzed



Arvedui, High King of Arnor: Arvedui was indeed the 
last king, as his name signifies. It is said that this name was given 
to him at his birth by Malbeth the Seer. He was the son of King 
Araphant of Arthedain, father of Aranarth and the last King of the 
Dúnedain in the North.

Bulwark: Arvedui uses his shield to knock his enemies down.

Powers:

High King of Arnor: Arvedui has an indomitable will and will never sur-

render, even if his kingdom is doomed. 

Keep Standing: Arvedui encourages his troops to fight on no matter the 

gravity of their injuries.

Diplomatic Relations: In foresight of the growing shadow that is threate-

ning his kingdom, the King of Arnor sends requests for help to his old allies.

Personal guard of the King: Arvedui has led soldiers in many battles 

and these men’s have gained experience.

Arvedui can temporarily knock back enemies, gets +25% armor and is 
resistant to knock-back himself.

The less health he has, the more armor he gets, but causes less damage.
  -50% Health: +40% armor and -10% attack damage.
  -25% Health: +80% armor and -20 attack damage.

Near allies will be inspired and gain +50% armor and resistance to fear if Arvedui is 
at full health.

Infantry in the target area will be fully healed, 
gain all their experience and get +100% armor for 

a short time.

All units and heroes of settlement buildings are 
60% cheaper as long as Arvedui is on the battle-

field.

Arvedui summons 4 battalions of elites veterans to the battle-
field for the rest of the game.



Arthedain

The kingdom’s capital was at Fornost, and Bree was one of its 
most important towns. Annúminas was in the territory of Ar-
thedain, but mostly abandoned and falling into ruin.

In TA 1300 the kingdom of Angmar appeared at Arthedain’s nor-
th-eastern border. Its King was the chief of the Ringwraiths, al-
though this was not known to the Dúnedain. When this new 
threat came Cardolan placed itself under the suzerainty of Ar-
thedain, which then began to call itself Arnor again. Cardolan 
repeatedly sent aid to Arthedain when needed but by TA 1409 Car-
dolan and Rhudaur were conquered by Angmar.

Arthedain kept up the resistance against Angmar for over 500 
years but in TA 1974 Arthedain was overrun and Fornost fell 
into the hands of Angmar. It fell just one year too soon for help 
was underway from Gondor under the lead of Eärnur. This army 
reached Arthedain in TA 1975 and destroyed Angmar at the Battle 
of Fornost.

Its last king, Arvedui, drowned just before the battle was fought. 
The kings of Arthedain were also the lords of the Shire, and the 
Shire would later choose the Thain to replace the kings.



Palace guards of Fornost: the Elite Swordsmen of the 
Kings of Arnor. The palace guards are picked to protect the king and 
his royal family. They are equipped with a red cloak and their pre-
sence is glorious.

Noble Courage: The First under the King’s banner were a source of inspira-

tion and courage. 

Upgrades:

Allies in the vicinity of the Palace Guards of Arnor gain experience more rapidly. (Passive 
ability)

Increases the damage against other infantry

Increases the armor, hit points and damage resistance of the unit to ranged damage.

lost units reappear over time

Power:

The Units:

Heavy armor: when a general wants to keep its soldiers alive, the most 

simple is to give them good armors.

Banners: The Banners of Arnor are flapping in the wind. And it is a symbol of 

hope to the every civilians that knows that the army is still fighting

Forged blades: The forges of Arnor produced the most renowned weapons on 

the human free folks.



The Heroes:
Arvedui, High king of Arthedain: Arvedui was indeed 
the last king, as his name signifies. It is said that this name was gi-
ven to him at his birth by Malbeth the Seer. He was the son of King 
Araphant of Arthedain, father of Aranarth and the last King of the 
Dúnedain in the North.

Unification of Arnor: To counter Angmar’s attacks, Arnor needs to be 

unified again

Powers:

King of Arthedain: Arvedui has an indomitable will and will never surren-

der, even if his kingdom is doomed. 

Keep Standing: Arvedui encourages his troops to fight on no matter the 

gravity of their injuries.

Diplomatic Relations: In foresight of the growing shadow that is threate-

ning his kingdom, the King of Arnor sends requests for help to his old allies.

Veterans of Arthedain: Arvedui has led soldiers in many battles and these 

men’s have gained experience.

Unlock unification palantir

The less health he has, the more armor he gets, but causes less damage.
  -50% Health: +20% armor and -10% attack damage.
  -25% Health: +40% armor and -20 attack damage.

Near allies will be inspired and gain +25% armor and resistance to fear if Arvedui is at full 
health

Infantry in the target area will be healed, gain 
experience and get +50% armor for a short time.

All units and heroes of settlement buildings are 
30% cheaper as long as Arvedui is on the battle-

field.

Arvedui summons 4 battalions of experienced veterans to the bat-
tlefield for a short time.



The Heros:
Arvedui, High king of Arthedain: Arvedui was indeed 
the last king, as his name signifies. It is said that this name was gi-
ven to him at his birth by Malbeth the Seer. He was the son of King 
Araphant of Arthedain, father of Aranarth and the last King of the 
Dúnedain in the North.

Arvedui palantir: switch to Arvedui’s abilties

Powers:

Recuperation of the Scepter of Annuminas: An expedition like this 

is not free...

Reconstruction of Annuminas: Reconstruction of a city is one of the 

most expensive project you could make

Coronation: Such a great event costs a lot of money for the Kingdom

Reunified Kingdom: Sometimes, gifts to the other realms helps in the ne-

gotiations

switch to Arvedui’s abilities

Annuminas Knights are healed faster

Enable Annuminas Knights to mount their 
horses

All the units around Arvedui are immune to 
terror

the kingdom of Arnor is fully reunited



Cardolan

The borders of Cardolan extended from the river Brandywine to 
the west, the river Hoarwell to the east and the river Greyflood 
to the east and south. Its northern border was the Great East Road, 
but Cardolan also claimed the Arthedain-controlled Weather 
Hills, which contained the fortress of Weathertop and its va-
luable Palantír. For this reason the Weather Hills were claimed 
by all three kingdoms - Arthedain, Cardolan and Rhudaur of the 
former Arnor. This territorial dispute continued until Rhudaur 
became a vassal of Angmar after the line of the Dúnedain kings 
failed there.

When the kingdom of Angmar arose in northern Eriador, Car-
dolan became the most important ally of Arthedain. It had to 
fight the combined armies of both Angmar and Rhudaur. It soon 
became apparent that Cardolan could not hold back the forces of 
Angmar and in its last years the people became entrenched in 
the hill region, Tyrn Gorthad (the Barrow-downs). This position 
became untenable after Angmar sent evil spirits to inhabit the 
downs (the Barrow-wights). 

After the final fall of Arnor, and the destruction of Angmar at 
the Battle of Fornost, Cardolan presumably remained a low po-
pulated area.



Guard of Tharbad: Tharbad is the Capital city of Cardolan. 
the guards keep an eye on the Regent’s house and have protected 
the city since its foundation. While not as physically strong as the 
soldiers of Arthedain, these Guards are talented in battle and will 
defend their city till their last breath

Watchers of Tharbad: The Guards of Tharbad are the watchers on walls, 

caring about their Capital City

Upgrades:

When near a building the guards and the surrounding units are hided

Increases the damage against other infantry

Increases the armor, hit points and damage resistance of the unit to ranged damage.

lost units reappear over time

Power:

The Units:

Heavy armor: when a general wants to keep its soldiers alive, the most 

simple is to give them good armors.

Banners: The Banners of Arnor are flapping in the wind. And it is a symbol of 

hope to the every civilians that knows that the army is still fighting

Forged blades: The forges of Arnor produced the most renowned weapons on 

the human free folks.



The Heros:
Theodore Delbert, Regent of Cardolan: When the 
last king of Cardolan died above the footsteps of the Thyrn Gorthad, 
the Regents begin to rule Cardolan. Theodore was the last regent of 
Cardolan before he died from the Great Plague.

Unification of Arnor: To counter Angmar’s attacks, Arnor needs to be 

unified again

Powers:

Regent of Cardolan: Theodore Delbert is the regent of Cardolan, he is not 

from a noble bloodline but the soldiers likes him

Hope of the Regent: The regent have never lost hope of seeing the glory 

of Arnor restored

Woods of Cardolan: Cardolan is the most green country on the west of 

the misty mountains

Old men: Theodore is an old man that have fought on the battle side by side 

with his lost king.

Unlock unification palantir

All nearby units are immune to fear and to 
poison

The units in the target area are healed

Spawn a forest in the target area that hides 
units inside it

The unit on the target area gets all its upgrades and their level 5



The Heros:
Theodore Delbert, Regent of Cardolan: When the 
last king of Cardolan died above the footsteps of the Thyrn Gorthad, 
the Regents begin to rule Cardolan. Theodore was the last regent of 
Cardolan before he died from the Great Plague.

Theodore palantir: switch to Theodore’s abilties

Powers:

Defence of the Thyrn Gorthad: Making towers and defences around the 

Thyrn Gorthad is not that cheap

Great Plague crisis: This crisis time forces the Kingdom to make expensive 

public expenses

Battle of the barrow downs: The gathering of an army to defend the 

barrows is expensive

Death of the Regent: In his last hope to be healed from the plague, the 

regent buy the services of all the medicine man on Middle Earth.

switch to Theodore’s abilities

All the buildings get +25% life

The units in the targeted area are healed instan-
tely

The recruitment time is reduced by 25%

the kingdom of Arnor is fully reunited



Rhudaur 

Rhudaur formed the eastern part of Arnor, and stretched from 
the Weather Hills with Weathertop to the river Loudwater. It 
shared a long border with Cardolan along the Great East Road, 
and with Arthedain along the line of the Weather Hills.

The land between the rivers Hoarwell and Loudwater was also 
considered part of Rhudaur. It was called the Angle, and it is 
here that the first Stoor Hobbits came into Eriador around TA 
1150. However, due to the increasing hostility of Angmar these 
Stoors fled the region around TA 1356, with some of them moving 
west to the Shire, and others moving back to Wilderland.

From the start of its existence, Rhudaur was unfriendly towards 
the two other successor states, and took part in a bitter conflict 
with Arthedain over the Tower of Amon Sûl and the Palantír 
associated with the tower.

There is evidence that after the fall of Angmar at the Battle of 
Fornost the Angle became home to the remainder of the Dúne-
dain, and the Rangers of the North established several villages 
there.



Sergeants of Rhudaur: Very little could be told about 
the armies of Rhudaur. However, their sergeants worked tirelessly in 
service of this army. They were a group of old nobles and talented 
soldiers that organized themselves to defend their land and protect 
it from Evil...

Wandering nobility: The sergeants all consisted of nobles 
and talented soldiers

Upgrades:

all units near the sergeant move as fast as they do

lost units reappear over time

Increases the armor, hit points and damage resistance of the unit to ranged damage.

Increases the damage against other infantry

Power:

The Units:

Heavy armor: when a general wants to keep its soldiers alive, the most 

simple is to give them good armors.

Banners: The Banners of Arnor are flapping in the wind. And it is a symbol of 

hope to the every civilians that knows that the army is still fighting

Forged blades: The forges of Arnor produced the most renowned weapons on 

the human free folks.



The Heros:
Hirgon, last king of Rhudaur: Hirgon was the last of 
the wandering kings of Rhudaur. When the palace of Cameth Brin 
was burned by the forces of Angmar, the royal family fled and conti-
nued to rule over Rhudaur as well as they could. 

Unification of Arnor: To counter Angmar’s attacks, Arnor needs to be 

unified again

Powers:

Wandering king: Hirgon have lost his kingdom and is now wandering, with 

the hope of restore his lost kingdom

Tragedy of the Rhudaur’s king family: The king of Rhudaur has lost 

all his family during the last sack of Cameth Brin, he’s now the last member of 

his bloodline

Stones of Rhudaur: The Rhudaur lands are very full of tough stones and 

rocks. This terrain is well known among Arnor

Resting camp: Hirgon has constructed a camp for his wandering army

Unlock unification palantir

Hirgon moves faster with each new levels, and 
the nearby units gain +5% attack

All near units get a buff on their attack for one 
minute.

spawns several stones in the area that hides the 
allied units in there

Spawn some tents for a little time that heal the nearby units, 
and buff them



The Heros:
Hirgon, last king of Rhudaur: Hirgon was the last of 
the wandering kings of Rudhaur, when the palace of Cameth Brin 
was burned by the forces of Angmar, the royal family fled and conti-
nue to rule over Rhudaur as well as they could, but Hirgon was the 
last member of his house.

Hirgon’s palantir: switch to hirgon’s abilties

Powers:

King in exile: A king in exile can’t live with a lot of money and must let the 

wealth of a Kingdom

Gathering of the remnants of the Army: Gathering the remnants 

soldiers of Rhudaur’s army will have a pretty high price

Recuperation of the crown of Rhudaur: Making an expedition trough 

the enemy land to find the lost crown is a perilous project

Sacrifice of the King: In a last battle, the king dies and so is lost the hope 

of a free rhudaur Kingdom

switch to hirgon’s abilities

All the heroes moves faster

All the units are cheaper

Units in the targetted arrea move faster and 
hided

the kingdom of Arnor is fully reunited



The Spellbook:



Architects of Arnor: The Architects of Arnor rapidly re-
pair buildings

Monument of Arnor: In Arnor lay some impressive mo-
numents

Swords of Westernesse: These blades protect their bea-
rers from magic, poison, and the elements and lend them strength to 
face all kinds of enemies.

Incessant Wars: Arnor has been at war against Angmar for 
centuries now, leading to many veterans among the army

University of Arnor: The universities of Arnor are known 
all around middle earth for many secrets are kept there

Targeted buildings are fully repaired in a selected area.
Cost: 1 point

spawn randomly a small statue that reduce 10% of enemy armor or a 
barrow that removes buff to nearby enemy units or a ruin that hide 

nearby allies
Cost: 2 points

Equip a unit with Swords of Westernesse.
Cost: 7 points

Gives xp at exchange of the life for the units in the area.
Cost: 6 points

Spawn the university of Arnor that allow the reaserch of power-
full upgrades for Arnor.

Cost: 10 points



Pride of Arnor: Arnor’s people are prideful men, for they 
know the glory that their Kingdom once had

arnorian ambush: The rangers of Arnor can easily be invi-
sible to the eyes of their enemies

Detachment from the Shire: it is said in the Shire that 
during the fall of Fornost, the hobbits came to the aid of Arnor

The many allies of Arnor: Arnor was surrounded by 
many allies even if it was attacked by an overwhelming enemy

Rescue to Arnor: in T.A. 1973, King Eärnil II sent his son 
Prince Eärnur north, as Captain of Gondor at the head of a large 
Gondor army

units in the area gain +15% atk, 10% defence and resistance to fear 
Cost: 1 point

spawn a circle of rangers that will attack everyone that go 
through the area

Cost: 2 points

Summon and command Bucca of the Marish and his Bowmen 
from the Shire for a short time

Cost: 6 points

spawn randomly glorfindel and his cavalry, cirdan and archers 
or elrond and several elves

Cost: 7 points

Summon a large army of Elves and gondorians to help Arnor.
Cost: 10 points



Bloodline of Númenôr: The bloodline of the Númenôrians gives the 
people of Arnor long life

All troops now regain health over time out of combat.
Cost: 7 points


